
The National Solution Magazine Opening Ceremony of the New Mission 
Building in Konya: 

PRESS INTERVIEW OF USTADH AHMET AKGUL 
 
First of all, I would like to express my congratulations and appreciation to especially my dear 

brother Necmettin Bişkin and all the other hard-working ones, who contributed and pioneered to the 
opening of this very beautiful and excellent new service office of our National Solution Magazine 
(Milli Cozum Dergisi) in our blessed and exceptional city of Konya. I would also like to express my 
gratitude to all our Press Member friends, Political Party and Association representative guests and 
prominent authors who are here having accepted our invitation.  

In one of His hadith-i sharifs our Prophet Says: 
“Those who ask questions in order to understand the truth, to seek for what is right and 

good, and to enlighten the society attain four kinds of rewards.” 
It is essential to ask about useful and unknown topics that are Fardh (important and of 

first priority) to the self. In a hadith-i sharif, it is revealed that; 
"Knowledge is treasure. Of which the key is to ask questions. Ask about those you do not 

know so that Allah-u Ta'ala may have mercy on you. Because four people get rewarded for 
asking questions: the one who asks, the one who answers, the one who listens, and the one 
who loves and supports them. (All of them have a common reward.)” (Abu Nuaym) 

The guilt of not responding to the person who asks a useful question even though the 
answer is known is also severe. In some Hadith-i sharifs it is ordered: 

"It is a sin for a scholar not to say what he knows, and for an ignorant person not to ask 
what he does not know. Because Allah commands, “If you do not know, ask the people of 
knowledge.” (Tabarani) 

"The one who does not communicate his knowledge to any other is like one who buries 
the treasure and not help anyone.” (Tabarani) 

"Everything, from the fish in the sea to the birds in the sky, curses the one who covers his 
knowledge, (and deprives people of his useful knowledge).” (Darimi) 

"Whoever conceals his knowledge will be struck a curb of fire on the mouth on the day of 
Resurrection.” (Tabarani) 

If the wise one knows, the answer should be spoken, but if not, then he should say so. 
Because the responsibility of issuing a fatwa is immense. It is said in the Hadith-i sharifs that: 

To say ”I don't know" is a requirement of knowledge (and sincerity) and is of the mature 
reason and mercy.” (Ibn Majah) 

 
QUESTION: What is the purpose of the National Solution Magazine (Milli Cozum 

Dergisi)... What is its purpose and publication policy? 
Ahmet Akgul: We are eternally grateful to Almighty Allah. Every month for 19 years, the 

National Solution Magazine (Milli Cozum Dergisi) has been published rich in content. Why?  
Please pay attention; there are issues in which both the ruling party and the opposition wing 

are not consistent and responsive to our country's interests. That is why, there was a need for a 
publication that would reveal the “rights” and the hidden situations and would disclose the feeling 
and need of the society, and so, the National Solution set out to fill in this gap. 

There were also useful and successful actions of the Cumhur Alliance, that is, the AKP and the 
MHP wing. As such, the CHP and the IP supported National Alliance also had their rightful and 
auspicious uprisings... but there were also issues that both sides, as if they were in agreement, 
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diligently kept off the agenda and constantly tried to cover. And here, the National Solution stands 
decidedly to light up these dark points.  

 
QUESTION: What are the issues that the government and the opposition hide from 

society and act on together? 
 
Ahmet Akgul: With the imposition of the Zionist Capital Barons, they issued a special law on 

European Compliance Laws: “The treasury could not borrow money from the Central Bank!” The 
Central Bank would sell the printed money at low interest rates to 10 banks, most of which were 
private. Then the Treasury would collect money from these banks at twice the interest rate!.. 

Article of the Law: LAW OF THE CENTRAL BANK OF THE REPUBLIC OF TURKEY 

Law No: 1211 Date of Adoption: 14/1/1970 - PART VI 

Article 56- (as amended by Law No. 4651 of 25/4/2001) 

Note: Thanks to the ingenuity of Kemal Dervish, the Central Bank was turned into a branch of 
the FED and a servant of the Zionist capital. 

“The Bank may not make advances and open loans to the Treasury and public institutions 
and organizations, and it may not purchase borrowing instruments issued by the Treasury and 
public institutions and organizations from the primary market. 

Authorized by this law, the bank cannot advance money and credit beyond the bank 
transactions, the advance and credit cannot be unsecured or unrequited, and cannot, in any way 
vouch for and provide guarantee except for transactions directly related to itself." 1 Yes, the Central 
Bank has completely come under the guidance of External forces with this change in the law. Since it 
was made within the framework of European harmonization laws, Erdogan's Government has not 
been able to change this for 20 years. 

With the entry into force of the 56th article of the law, which was supposedly adopted in 
accordance with European Union standards and the European Central Bank the markets would be 
reshaped in a way.  

In the relevant articles of the Maastricht Treaty, which was the basic agreement of the EU, 
and the Status of the European System of Central Banks there was a provision stating; “European 
Central Bank and national central banks; will not withdraw large amounts from their deposits to 
community institutions, governments or other public organizations belonging to member states, or 
they will not recognize any other type of credit facility or buy debt securities directly from them." 

the market-making banks of 2022 are: 

The Ministry of Treasury and Finance has announced 11 banks as market makers for 2022. 

Market making banks within the framework of the application provided to the rights, 
obligations and general principles relating to the issues of regulating “market making agreement”, in 

 
1 https://www.tcmb.gov.tr/wps/wcm/connect/4b4d0592-f3e1-46d2-9814-  

https://www.tcmb.gov.tr/wps/wcm/connect/4b4d0592-f3e1-46d2-9814-
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accordance with the articles 11 and 13, among the applicant banks those which meet the established 
criteria, and the eligible banks to operate as a market maker in the period January - December 2022, 
are listed below in alphabetical order.2  

1- Akbank Inc. 
2- DenizBank Inc. 
3- HSBC Bank Inc. 
4- QNB Finansbank Inc. 
5- Turkish Economic Bank Inc. 
6- T.C. Ziraat Bank Inc. 
7- T. Garanti Bank Inc. 
8- T. Halk Bank Inc. 
9- T. Isbank Inc. 
10- T. Vakıflar Bank Inc. 
11- Yapı Kredi Bank Inc.  

Our Master Erbakan had emphasized this issue as follows and warned the authorities! 

“Now, the Central Bank is the bank of the state, that is, the bank of the Treasury. But they 
have issued a special law; the Treasury cannot borrow money from the Central Bank. Oh my God, 
but the Central Bank belongs to the Treasury. When the treasury borrows money from the Central 
bank, it will get interest-free money. The state will not be robbed. But this does not please the IMF 
and the Zionist capital centers. They tell us: “The Central Bank will give money to 10 market-making 
banks at low interest rates. You, as the Treasury, will go and borrow money from these 10 banks at 
high interest rates!” Do you know what I mean by that? This means $50 billion. Look, there are 11 
statements here. If they robbed Turkey of 50 billion dollars from each statement, it would be 550 
billion dollars. Your minds, imaginations can not withstand such these robberies and thefts. But it 
happens, we are being robbed, we are being attempted to be broken into pieces with the doctrine of 
Haim Nahum and the directives of the Zionist centers.” (Ilci Hotel ANKARA TV-5 - 23 June 2007 - Prof. 
Dr. Necmettin ERBAKAN - Hasan Ünal - Ekrem Kızıltaş) 

Now we ask: why did the pious and Heroic Erdogan Government not change this scheme of 
profiteering and robbery imposed by the Zionist capital barons, which Kemal Dervish started in 2001. 
And again why was the Nationalist Mr. Devlet Bahçeli not taking action to disrupt this wheel of 
cruelty and exploitation? The Central Bank gave the Turkish Liras it printed to most of these private 
banks with a 15% interest rate, and then the Treasury borrowed from these banks with a 25% interest 
rate! 

But why did not the CHP or IP ever raise such a serious issue and oppose Erdogan's wheel of 
robbery and fraud? Because, just like the Government, the Opposition was also the extras of the 
Zionist Capital and the supporters of the Crusader EU!.. 

 
2 https://www.dunya.com/finans/haberler/2022nin-piyasa-yapici-bankalari-belli-oldu-  

https://www.dunya.com/finans/haberler/2022nin-piyasa-yapici-bankalari-belli-oldu-
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Ahmet Akgul: I would like to remind you of some striking and annoying examples in this 
regard. 

a) Why were both the government and the opposition silent and unresponsive to the incident of 
DİLAN YEŞİLGÖZ, the daughter of a PKK terrorist, the Dutch Minister of Justice?! 

b) Max Tegmark, Professor at the University of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 
the USA, revealed the Crusaders' infidel character and low-level of the USA by saying “I am ashamed 
that I have educated Selçuk Bayraktar!..” (German, Handelsblatt Newspaper) 

In other words; he spoke insolently saying: “We overtake the hearts and brains of those we 
teach in America with Zionist-imperialist ideas. We will not let them return to their country and 
produce national and local technology!” Then, why were both the AKP and the CHP remaining deaf 
and speechless against this insolence? 

c) The photograph of HDP member Semra Güzel taken with the militant of the PKK, a sworn 
enemy the bandit Volkan Bora; sure, it was both a crime under law and also baseness! 

However, why were the photos of Erdogan's Treasury and Finance Minister Nurettin Nebati 
taken with the Main Terrorist Fetullah Gulen considered “a misconception of the past”!? That is 
why the main source of rudeness and restlessness was this double standard! 

ç) Please remember, the Chief Rabbis of the Jews of the Islamic Countries hosted in Beştepe, 
presented a very special “Eight-Handle Candlestick” gift to Erdoğan! I wonder why the supporters 
and opposition staffs of these Rabbis, who acted as representatives of Zionist Israel in their regions, 
were behaving speechless and irresponsible to the prayer of support and success for Erdogan? 

d) Why did the AKP and the CHP and their partners always have the same attitude against the 
insolence of the New US Ambassador of Ankara, a communiqué and representative of the Zionist-led 
Mormon Sect, and of Jewish origin Jeffrey Flake? Moreover, why were the USA's all USA 
Ambassadors appointed especially those of Jewish descent? 

And this new US Ambassador in Ankara, Jeffrey Lane Flake, was one of this MORMONS 
who considered polygamy valid and applied Torah laws in private law! 

Born on December 31, 1962, the nomination of Jeffrey Lane Flake, former Senator of Arizona, 
United States of America, to the Embassy of Turkey by US President Biden in June 2021 was 
interesting. On October 27, 2021, the US Senate confirmed the appointment of Jeff Flake, Joe Biden's 
nominee for Ambassador to Ankara. Jeffrey Flake, a Jewish-born, MORMON Christian who was 
appointed as the US Ambassador to Turkey on December 11, 2021, was sworn in at a symbolic 
ceremony attended by Vice President Kamala Harris and received his official title. 

Flake had been a missionary in the early 1980s for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints in South Africa. 

The MORMON Church's beliefs consisted of 13 basic articles, which they called ”Articles 
of Faith". The article 10 wrote exactly the following: 

“We believe that Israel will be fully united and that the Ten (Jewish) Decimates will 
come back and prevail, that Zion (the New Jerusalem = the Second Israel) will be 
established on the American continent, that Christ will personally reign on earth, and that 
the earth will be renewed and will receive its heavenly glory.” 

These Mormons, like other Catholic and Orthodox denominations, do not consider 
themselves antisemitic (they are not anti-Semitic in Israel and Zionist). The AKP government 
has been preparing to restore relations with Israel for some time. The Israeli administration 
seems to be more enthusiastic about this than Ankara.  Between the dates July 1, 2002 - 
January 15, 2007, was there anything to do about the talk of Ferudun Sinirlioglu, who was the 
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Israeli Embassy in Tel Aviv, being appointed as the Minister of Foreign Affairs, with this new 
process? Jeffrey Lane Flake's wife, Cheryl, was also a Mormon, and in fact, was the big 
granddaughter of William J. a pioneer of the Mormon. The husband and wife were quite firm in 
their convictions. And were they appointed to Turkey for these sacred purposes?  

According to some rumors, one of Jeffrey Flake's tasks was to accelerate the 
normalization of Turkey-Israel. And see that Erdogan called the Zionist murderer Izak Herzog to 
our country!.. So, why did both the Islamist hypocrites and the faulty opposition never discuss 
this issue? As the pious and heroic Erdogan made the baby killer Shimon Peres speak in the 
Parliament, now should he have not the terrorist Israeli President be hosted and applauded in 
Parliament!? 

Conclusion: Both the AKP, the CHP, and their partners were all supporters of the EU, the 
USA and Israel! 

• CHP member Özgür Özel, had presented the Qur'an courses and of course, the 
Qur'an as "The Middle Ages” mentality. Unfortunately, AKP was an abuser of Religion, and 
CHP was anti-Islamic. 

Those who called the Qur'an the Book of the MIDDLE AGES and tried to accuse and 
ridicule Islam as REACTIONISM by saying it was "a very ancient Religion and way of thinking”; 
how could the BIBLE and Christianity 600 years before the Qur'an, and the TORAH and Judaism 
3000 years ago, and the Barbaric Western Civilization caused by them, be considered 
contemporary? 

 
QUESTION: What are your assessments about the Economic Policies of the 

Government and the Opposition's settlement programs? 
Ahmet Akgul: Please pay attention; 
This AKP government has increased the amount of foreign debt they have received by 200 

billion dollars to 1.5 trillion dollars at the moment, and Turkey is in a kind of hostage position. Please 
remember, about 15 days ago, the President also announced: “The Zionist capital barons in the 
USA, Israel and the EU countries had bought, or rather confiscated, fertile lands 4 times the 
size of Turkey in Africa, Latin America and Far East Asia.” They made these extortions and 
invasions in addition to the IMF guaranteed interest-bearing debts of those countries. Now, 
let me remind you of a striking fact that you have never heard from the AKP and the Cumhur 
Alliance, nor from its supporters... Nor from the CHP and its partners. 

The IMF is not a Bank as one might think. Then, what is it? It is a surety and guarantee 
notary office that we can call a global Factoring institution. As follows: for countries that borrow 
at interest from Private Banks with Zionist capital in America, the IMF is required to be the 
guarantor in exchange for very high brokerage and bail-out fees. In other words, if a country 
does not pay its debts received from Zionist Banks on time and with interest, the IMF, which is 
the guarantor on behalf of the American State, will collect what those banks will receive by 
resorting to all means, including armed intervention. Now, why do not AKP and CHP officials 
and economists say that lands in Africa, Asia and South America that are 4 times the size of 
Turkey have been confiscated in such a way? Because the halter of both sides is in the hands of 
the same centers.  

Mr. Erdogan speaks showing off that “They have paid all the debt to the IMF!.. Even have 
started lending money!..” We have asked fifty times, "Well, has the IMF vouched for you or not for 
interest-bearing debts that you have taken from other foreign banks and increased to $ 1.5 trillion? If 
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so, how many hundred million dollars of commission money have you invested? Why do you not 
speak out these hidden truths?  

And it was a matter of patriotism to concentrate on the following questions! 
Well, all the factories, Government plots, Ports in Turkey, most of which were established 

by our leader Erbakan… To which centers and in exchange for what were our motherlands 
being sold under the veil of either customization or The Free Zone? 

At this point, because of such a danger, Our Leader Erbakan was crying out, saying: 
“Wake up now, our Homeland is slipping under our feet!” 

• The approach: ”A sin, forbidden act and bad behavior; if CHP does it, it is a sin, but if 
the AKP does it, it is permissible" is a complete hypocrisy. 

Turgut Özal's "Bridge interest”, and Erdoğan's "Interest on deposits indexed to dollar and 
guaranteed by the State” is the same distortion. 

According to Islam, the answer to the question is quite obvious: it is PERMISSIBLE if there 
is a profit and loss partnership in a participation attempt; but, if only dividends are distributed 
and your money is considered guaranteed, then this is INTEREST… 

In one of His hadith-i sharifs our Prophet has commanded: “There will come a time when 
some of my Ummah will corrupt the Religion and commit sins by covering a ‘haram act‘ with a 
veil of ’halal...” 

While our nation is writhing in hunger, need and misery, Mr. Erdogan says to “decrease 
the portions!..” 

An MHP official says “Not to go to the bazaar when hungry... and not to store too much 
food...” 

Supporter of Cumhur Alliance, Mustafa Destici was giving advice saying “Instead of 
buying expensive meat from the butcher, have a lamb cut like me and place it in the 
refrigerator!..” However, all of this meant making fun of society and the millions who were 
suffering from a lack of livelihood… 

Failure to stop acting only with an economic point of view and approach that prioritizes 
winning elections leads to economic destruction. About the inflation, which is expected to exceed 
even 50 percent in the coming months, the speech of the Minister of Treasury and Finance saying 
“We will see single digits in June 2023!” is a tragicomic fraud. These baseless words reveal that 
the only deal of current political power is elections. As a result of insisting on the wrong policies, the 
purchasing power of the people, which is fading day by day, and the responsibility for the living 
conditions, which are getting heavier, will fall on a load of who? It is a kind of explanation, as if they 
are not responsible for the current situation, but, on the contrary, they have loaded the “wreckage” 
of others. They do not have the slightest preparations and programs for how the 1-year process up 
to the mentioned date will be spent from the point of view of the public. It is just a lie about reducing 
inflation to single digits for their single deal which the “elections”. 

The opposition to interest of this pragmatic power is only in the sense of "interest rate” , which 
must understand that the economy cannot be managed with such an approach as "interest rates 
should fall, everyone should take a loan and money should circulate on the market”. When it turns 
out that with such an approach, the "false spring” bills maintained in a short term, are actually "black 
winters” in the medium and long term, it will be too late. It is a waste of time to wait for the political 
power to realize that the right result cannot be achieved by constantly making the same mistake, that 
the economy cannot be put on track by instructing and ordering or with "absurd theses” which are 
contrary economic realities. The days when perception operations and propaganda bombardments 
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that seem to have worked on the political field will not work on the economic field, and that the 
economic reality cannot be covered under any circumstances including any "official data” are near. 

A power that lacks foresight and planning for 1 month later, the detections about giving “good 
news” for 1.5 years later (!) is just nonsense” is, of course, right. 

 
QUESTION: So what is the Just Order? What will it change and how, and how will it 

solve these problems? 
Ahmet Akgul: The minds of those who ask questions are hidden in the question! 
A Just Order has been prepared based on the ”Right“s and avoiding the ”Wrong"s. The 

following 6 things have been taken as a basis for determining these Right and Wrong Things. 
1. Requirements of sanity, 
2. Data of applied science, 
3. Consequences of conscientious conviction, 
4. Historical experience and richness, 
5. Universal bases of law, 
6. The teachings of divine religions. 
The things that these six measures of value consider "Good and Useful" unitedly are 

considered "Right", and the things that they consider "Bad and Harmful" unitedly are also 
considered "Wrong". 

Thoughts and orders based on "unchanging truths" are RIGHT, thoughts and schemes that are 
based on "Constant mistakes" and which lead to injustice and immorality, are considered WRONG. 

That is why the Just Order; 
1- is an order that surpasses the truth. 
2- is an order based on freedom. 
3- is an order that ensures peace and trust.  

Because the Just Order is a system that satisfies; 
a- the mind, 
b- the heart, 
c- both personality and reputation, 
d- and feeds the stomach. 

 
QUESTION: What is your understanding of partisanship? What are your views on the 

SP's alliance with the CHP and the HDP? 
Ahmet Akgul: According to our understanding of the Just Order, the party of these five things 

is mischief. Both legally and religiously and in conscience, a party could not be established on the 
basis of these five things: 

1- A party of religion; (such as the Islamic Party, the Christian Party...): Because this is abusive 
and favoritism.  

2- Sect and Fraction Party; (Alevi Party, Sunni Party, Nurcu, Sect Party): Because it is 
provocative and mischief-making  

3- A Racial Party; (such as the Kurdish Party, the Turkish Party, the Laz Party...): Because it is 
destructive and distracting  

4- Regional Party; (such as the Aegean Party, the Southeastern Party): Because it is privileged 
and discriminatory.  

5- Occupational Party; (Officers' Party, Artisan Party, Peasant Party...): Because it is 
exclusionary and non-discriminatory.  
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6- The Party of Common Values; (such as the Party of Turkey, the Ataturk Party, the 
Republican Party): Because it is exhaustive and corruptive. Think about it; the parties that will be 
established in this way will not work, except to inflict a defeat instead of serving the country. 

Then what can be done? Of course, sometimes emergency interventions and drastic measures 
can become the only solution to dead ends. The main thing is to carry out such interventions and 
measures with the most gentle and legal methods possible and to never turn to despotism and to be 
able to transition to real and national democracy as soon as possible.  

By the way, what we expect from the SP administration is that neither the Cumhur Alliance 
nor the Millet Alliance should be pursued and not to participate in their decimation for the sake 
of a few deputies. Instead, it is more useful to introduce; 

* the difference of the National Opinion, 
* the legendary performances of the Refah-Yol period and earlier, 
* the Just Order programs, 
• and the cherished memory and blessed goals of Erbakan to this society and thus create 

a new shelter for unstable and desperate segments who exceed 20% in the polls, but actually 
find 40%. 

Let's answer what was asked before: 
Mr. And Fatih Erbakan should be called back to his main home, to the ranks of Saadet 

Party, which our Deceased Master having testified as the sole representative of the National 
Opinion and be provided with effective and competent service positions... And it is essential 
that he should also take sincere and devoted steps in such a direction. 

 
QUESTION: How do you reconcile Ataturkism with National Opinion? 
Ahmet Akgul: Atatürk desired full independence, strong moral and family structure, the rapid 

development and widespread industrialization... possessing the essence and purity of our religion 
having been freed of superstitions... the Islamic countries and oppressed nations go out and build 
alliances and create a new power; thus he wanted to achieve an effective national defence power and 
so obtain true peace... and already our Dear Master Erbakan was struggling for all the same... Thus, 
National Opinion and real Atatürkism had to be consistent and unite in power. Those who tabooed 
Atatürk and those who perceived him as if süfyan were doing wrong, and this nation was being 
wronged!.. 

We do not know how sincere he is, but Mr. Erdogan at every opportunity goes out to Anitkabir 
and shows his feelings of respect and gratitude to Ataturk... And again, the CHP Chairman recently 
announced: to have the cover photo of our book named "Our Ataturk” hung in his room at the SP 
Headquarters... 

Yes, even if they followed the National Solution 40 years from behind, it was still 
necessary to interpret it as auspicious and useful developments!.. 

Ahmet Akgul: Dear Press member friends and our prominent guests; if the religion of a 
society does not match the order, see what was happening to us? 

Let us never forget that societies whose religion and order do not match are necessarily 
corrupt and crooked! 

 The common goal of the great characters who guide our nation in understanding, living and 
moving Islam in its most correct and natural form and who still shed light on our hearts with their 
works and spiritual teachings is to dominate the idea of Tawhid in all areas and to achieve wahdat 
(unity). Because if a society's order with its religion, political projects with its moral principles, what 
they listen to in the mosque and what they learn in the school, do not correspond with each other, 
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they contrast and differ; in this case, they will either follow the order and corrupt their religion, or 
follow their religion and clash with the order, they will be restless in both cases. For example, if 
religion forbids interest, but the wheel of the economy makes it lawful... If religion forbids adultery 
but the order allows it and even provokes it... If religion counts gambling a sin, but the order counts 
it lawful under different names and turns it into a door of hope... If religion considers bribery, 
embezzlement, rentier, cheating and forgery bad acts, but the order forces the public to act 
accordingly and if politics is considered the most effective means to perform them easily on a large 
scale... If religion orders justice, but the order is established on backing whomever and laundering 
the powerful, in this situation, people; 

1- will either adhere to religion, but he will contradict the order. 
2- will either be caught up in the rules and possibilities of the order, contrary to his own faith, 

and his conscience will be corrupted. 
3- Or, people will try to manage both their religion and order, which then they will be labeled as 

a person with double standards and a hypocrite attitude. 
And in the end, our people will be forced to live like Muslims in opinion, but actually Christians 

in actions. 
 
QUESTION: What can the Russia-Ukraine crisis lead to and how should Turkey 

behave? 
If Russia is going to attack Ukraine, it will first hit the headquarters where both Armed-

Unmanned AirCraft and other air defense mechanisms are located. In order for Ukraine to use the 
Armed-Unmanned AirCraft they have and get clear results; the United States and the United Kingdom 
must support it with AirCraft. If they try to get bomber jets and warships through Turkish airspace 
and through the straits, Russia will open a front against Turkey. Otherwise, under normal 
circumstances, Ukraine does not have the potential to withstand against Russia. In the event of a 
war, a very large wave of migration to Europe will begin. Such a large wave of migration is an event 
that will shake the EU countries. Because of this suspicion, they will try to prevent Russian invasion 
and the danger of emigration by providing military and economic support to Ukraine. This in turn, 
contains the danger of igniting the wick of World War III. That is why Russia has stored S-400s in the 
Crimea as a precaution, there are warships in the Sea of Azov. It has a powerful navy and nuclear 
missile launchers in the Black Sea. The duty of Turkey is to remain neutral and mediate for the sake 
of regional peace. 

Unfortunately, the United States and NATO are kind of provoking Putin, as if Russia were 
to attack Ukraine and prepare an excuse for all kinds of sanctions. Therefore, Turkey should 
avoid falling into a state as "Foxes that are squashed among tussling elephants”... 
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